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About This Game

This is a new version of cult game with new levels and exclusive Steam online multiplayer!

Play Bollywood and Stambul - two new stages, and watch new movies with it's peculiar story! Now you can challenge for a
musical duel any steam user from around the world!

Check out this new incredible version of Frederic!

Step into Frederic Chopin's shoes, and embark onto an one-of-a-kind adventure through musical genre in this remastered
especially for Steam enhanced version.

Frederic Chopin – one of the world's most talented classical composers, is brought back from the afterlife and finds that he's an
involuntary part of a treacherous plan. The world of music is at the edge of destruction. Soulless music labels and mass-

produced popstars have hindered all creativity. And you're the only hope of bringing it back.

Accompany Chopin in his amazing journey full of quirky events. Battle your opponents in musical duels, intensity of which will
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make your palms sweat. Enjoy an hour of hand-drawn animated comic picturing the quirky story. Play through twelve catchy
arrangements of Chopin's greatest classics, each in a different musical genre. Practice your skills until perfection and become

the master of the piano.

Features

- 12 fantastic remixes of classical hits
- 10 colorful locations from around the world full of hidden easter eggs and jokes

- An hour of outstanding animated comic
- Megatons of humor

- 18 achievements of all difficulties
- DRM-free game soundtrack included

- Trading cards
- Optimized for Windows 8 touch screens
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Title: Frederic: Resurrection of Music Director's Cut
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Forever Entertainment S. A.
Publisher:
Forever Entertainment S. A.
Release Date: 21 Apr, 2016
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No menu, no direction. Just a point and click version of Chinese chess with funny animations. It is definitly not worth $10
though...

Edit: the menus are triggered by holding down the right mouse button. Ten levels of difficulties to choose from. But still....

Edit: To me the game is fun, but the pricing is just too much.. After going through this game and finishing it, I have to say that
I've throughly enjoyed playing the game.
The game in itself has lots of fun moments and 4th wall breaking scenes as well.

The game is fairly fast paced and I found myself hardly having to grind, but by nature I grind myself by killing pretty much
everything I see.

I'd give this game a solid 8/10 for enjoyment and story, the scripting could've been better so that gets a 6/10.. Program has a bug
in it. It shifts orbs sometimes instead of shooting which ruins the games.. Amazing game, may be 8-bit but will still give you a
scare at certain times, havent completed it yet but getting there. Too also add, now every coner I look I brace for something
being there, IRL and any game XD.. This game is incredible. I'm not usually a fan of puzzle games, but I livestreamed this entire
playthrough and was glued to the screen for it's entirety. Just when I thought the game was done, it gives me a link to a god
damn website for phase 2 of the puzzle. To this day, I'm still stuck on the website - and I'm still in love with the game.. a game
that shows animals mating in one of the previews?

10/10
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Waiting for the Game of the Year edition to come out.. Minimalist and beautiful graphics, yes, if you like this sort of thing, and
it has nice sound and atmosphere, but I don't get why release it with such poor controls... It could have been an enjoyable short
walking simulator, but as it stands I don't recommend it.. Single Player Career mode unplayable due to game crash. Not real
impressed after spending over $100 on the game. No help from the developers on fixing the issue. Shame Shame Shame.
GREAT GAME ♥♥♥♥♥. I really like this game! Very simple and to the point with relaxing tropical background music. I rate
it a solid 8\/10 bananas! Good job Joystick Knights, I am eager to see what you come out with next!

If you need a bit of gameplay in order to determine your purchase, follow the link below:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=S3XTLjIQ6XE
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